Multi-Platform
Data Availability

SEP Easy Archive
SIMPLIFY COMPLIANCE

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
SEP sesam backup solutions accomodate any
O/S and multi-O/S client/server architectures
from small data server environments to large,
heterogeneous data processing centers with
expansive databases and high capacity Storage
Area Networks. SEP sesam is highly scalable,
award winning software that runs on one
server or on 15,000. SEP sesam backs up 1 GB
to multi PB’s.
No time - No Problem: SEP sesam’s multistreaming technology leverages full network
capabilities to utilize multiple, simultaneous
back up streams to provide the fastest transfer
rates and the most efficient backups possible. In
optimized systems, backups exceed mutiple TB
per hour / per stream.
SEP sesam’s DataStore and Virtual Tape Loader
features increase flexibility and performance
for system backups and data security at no
additional cost.

KEY FEATURES
Unalterable WORM Technology (Data cannot be changed)

a

Audit Compliant - Conforms to SOX / HIPPA / GdPdU / GoBs

a

SnapLock Interface

a

Maximize data integrity using Storage Replication - Replicates
to the Cloud

a

Archival set manually as desired
Manage Access to the Data via Operating System

a

Every NTFS File System can be archived

a

Raid Support / Cluster Support

a

Hypervisor Support

SEP sesam licensing is designed to be
competitive in both the SMB and enterprise
markets. At SEP Software, we don’t believe
users have to pay a great deal of money to
get a fast, safe and reliable backup solution.
SEP sesam is easy to implement and flexible
and adapts easily to any growing or changing
environment.

a

Archival Periods selectable - changeable

a
Highly Scalable

Simple installation and administration

a

Data is erased after Archive date is reached

a

Application Independent

a

Supported Architectures

32 & 64 Bit

Test Copy

30 days

Choose from Microsoft, Linux or Unix for
the main SEP sesam server and add client
licenses, along with online database and
groupware modules. Add Disaster Recovery,
SAN capabilities and virtual machine backup
capability as needed.
Our simple, a la carte licensing model holds
down costs. Users never pay for more
software than they need. Add modules as
company needs expand and as budgets allow.
All attached computers running SEP sesam
have immediate access to installed back up
devices. SEP sesam licensing is SIMPLE.

VMware Ready
Hyper- V Ready
Citrix Ready

File system can be archived later
Expandable (80 GB - 50 TB)

SEP sesam - Ideal for Company
Expansion and Data Growth

Directory or File Level
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SEP Easy Archive

BACKUP, RESTORE & DISASTER RECOVERY SOFTWARE

Crossplatform Network Wide

CERTIFICATIONS
SEP sesam is certified on every major operating
system, database and groupware application. From
Microsoft (XP-2008), Linux to Unix; from Oracle
to MS SQL and PostgreSQL; from Exchange to
Groupwise, SEP sesam backs up your data online
and on time.
SEP sesam meets or exceeds all European Security
standards, as well as US data security requirements. SEP sesam complies with all EU privacy
requirements and also follows the more stringent
German legal requirements for data back up and
recovery.

ABOUT SEP SOFTWARE CORP.
SEP has been delivering the widest range of backup
products for enterprise level customers since 1996.
With thousands of installations world-wide, SEP
sesam provides backup solutions for all environments, both physical and virtual; delivering the
fastest backup, restore and disaster recovery tools
on the market today.

SEP Easy Archive uses WORM* Technology to prevent unintentional loss or
deletion of data as well as unauthorized edits, changes or deletions. The
predetermined Data Store is always available to authorized users for a prespecified archival time. Existing Data Stores and files can be added to the
archive at any time.
SEP Easy Archive writes to NTFS formatted disk drives, raid arrays and easily
allows clustering of multiple systems and disk drives. It can be directly
installed on physical servers running Microsoft or it can be installed in a
virtual machine running on any Hypervisor, including VMware, Citrix, Hyper-V
or XEN.
SEP Easy Archive is a valuable enhancement to your backup architecture. It
provides a simple method to meet or exceed your federally mandated data
archival requirements and it fully meets requirements for Sarbanes - Oxley
and HIPPA.
Document Management Software solutions can also easily utilize SEP Easy
Archive to find and utilize protected data on secured disk drives.

